Charles Seale-Hayne Library
Visitor Notice

Important information for library visitors

From Monday 7 November 2016 we will be monitoring visitor usage for a period of up to one year as part of a review to ensure fair and appropriate access for all our users.

As a visitor you are required to complete a sign-in slip for library access. On each visit, we will record and hold your name and sign-in details.

At the end of the monitoring year, the anonymised data will be used to gauge visitor usage trends, and your personal data will be deleted.

All data will be held strictly in terms of the Data Protection Act 1998. This means confidentiality will be respected and measures taken to prevent unauthorised disclosure.

Signing in as a visitor indicates acceptance of the above conditions

If you have any queries, please ask at the library desk or email: libraryandITfeedback@plymouth.ac.uk